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Topic: Knob Knowledge      Length: 30 minutes 

 
Lesson Outcome/Purpose: Fourthclass cadets understand the knob knowledge requirement, the 
purpose of knob knowledge, and some TTPs for memorization. 

 
Learning Objectives:  

Task: Understand the knob knowledge requirement, the purpose of knob knowledge, and some 
TTPs for memorization. 

Condition: Given The Guidon and the Fourthclass Knowledge Discussion Guide 

Standard:  Fourthclass cadets: 

 Can locate the required knob knowledge in The Guidon 
 Understand the sequential and incremental nature of the requirements 
 Can locate in The Guidon and understand the use of the Fourthclass Knowledge 

Tracking Log 
 Are aware of the requirement to not just memorize the knowledge but to be able to 

analyze, process, and reflect on it per the Fourthclass Knowledge Discussion Guide 
 Are exposed to some TTPs for memorization 

References: The Guidon and Annex T: “Fourthclass knowledge requirements and discussion 
guide” of “The Fourthclass System at The Citadel” 

Required Instructional or Preparatory Materials: Review The Guidon and Annex T 
 
General Time Schedule: 
00:00 to 5:00 Introduction, purpose of knob knowledge, example of knob knowledge, 
demonstration of a cadre member quizzing a knob on knob knowledge 
5:00 to 10:00  Orientation to the Fourthclass Knowledge and Fourthclass Knowledge Tracking 
Log sections of The Guidon 
10:00 to 15:00 Orientation to the intent of Annex T 
15:00 to 20:00  Introduction of memorization TTPs 
20:00 to 25:00 Individual time to memorize one or two assigned pieces of knowledge 
25:00 to 30:00 Practical application of recitation of knob knowledge to a cadre member 
 
Presentation:  
 
A. Introduction: Upperclass cadets train fourthclass cadets to memorize information about the 
military, leadership principles, and The Citadel in order to provide the fourthclass cadets a 



foundational base of military knowledge, to introduce them to The Citadel’s leadership 
development model and ideas that support it, and to initiate the fourthclass cadets’ connection to 
The Citadel’s traditions, history, and culture.  Using the “fourthclass knowledge tracking log” in 
The Guidon, the fourthclass cadet’s squad leader certifies that the cadet has achieved and 
sustained proficiency in reciting the knowledge requirements identified in The Guidon.  The 
knowledge requirements are organized into phases that correspond to various developmental 
periods during the fourthclass year.  At the beginning of each developmental period, squad 
leaders brief the fourthclass cadets on their knowledge requirements for that period, to include 
the purpose of each piece of knowledge, practical advice for memorization, and the time line for 
competition of the task.  Fourthclass cadets practice the requirements on their own and 
demonstrate progress to their squad leader at regular intervals.  Squad leaders annotate 
performance in the tracking log.  In addition to drilling memorization, squad leaders use the 
knowledge requirements as segues into deeper discussions of the topics they represent.  These 
are found in Annex T: “Fourthclass knowledge requirements and discussion guide” of “The 
Fourthclass System at The Citadel.”  The Assistant Commandant for Operations and Training 
also administers on-line tests each semester that include these fourthclass knowledge 
requirements.   
 
B. Topic Area:  Knob Knowledge 
 1. Have knobs open their Guidons to Section XII. 
 2. Orient knobs to the different time phases (during Challenge Week, throughout the rest 
of cadre period, remainder of 1st Semester, end of 1st Semester through Recognition Day). 
 3. Identify the knob knowledge requirements for each phase. 
 
C. Topic Area: Tracking Log 
 1. Have knobs open their Guidons to the Fourthclass Knowledge Tracking Log  
 2. Explain that their squad leader will use this tracking log to record their knob 
knowledge training and proficiency. 
 
D. Topic Area: Discussion Guide 

1. Select a simple piece of knowledge such as “What is The Citadel’s Honor Code?” and 
demonstrate the use of the discussion guide by asking the knobs the discussion 
questions. 

2. Emphasize that this understanding and analyzing is more important than mere 
memorization.  Refer to Bloom’s Taxonomy if desired. 



 
 

E. Topic Area: Memorization TTPs 
1.  Engage as many senses as possible.  Reading the knob knowledge out loud 
enhances memorization over reading it silently.  Writing it down enhances 
memorization even more. 
2. Use mnemonics (a pattern of letters that assists in memorization).  For example, a 
mnemonic to help memorize the battle streamers might be Stop Whining.  Just Care.  
Just Try.  Just Win.  
3.  Spaced Repetition.  Begin with short intervals between practice sessions (one day) 
and as you successfully remember the item, increase the interval (two days, four days, 
a week) to sustain memorization. 
4. Memorize in increments.  Learn the presidents in groups of five or Schofield’s 
Definition three sentences at a time. 
5. Teach what you’ve learned to someone else.  Helping someone else will reinforce 
the memorization you have already achieved. 

 
F. Topic Area: Practical Application 

1.  Assign cadets one or two pieces of knowledge to memorize and then have them 
recite.  Make the appropriate entries in their Tracking Logs.  
 

G. Summary:  Reiterate the knowledge requirements for Challenge Week and that they will be 
tested from now on. 
 
H. Assignments/Homework:  Assign a specific piece of knowledge you want memorized for 
tomorrow. 
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